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Criteria for FISM ACM Contestants Selection 

 
FISM ACM is an Asian Games to choose contestants to participate in FISM WCM. As basic norm, 
in order to participate in ACM, it is necessary to be a member of the FISM member society. There 
are however practical challenges that might prevent magicians from freely participating ACM. In 
order to deal with these practical difficulties fairly and efficiently, FISM ASIA sets the selection 
criteria as follows. The content described herein has been consulted with FISM International. 
 
It is undesirable to have an Asian magician being given the qualification to enter WCM without 
having to go through ACM. In order to maintain a fair system, contestants residing in Asia are 
required to compete in ACM before being qualified to enter WCM. 
 
Recognition on residence 

Although the Rules of FISM International do not mention the required period for residence, 
FISM ASIA would require at least a 6-month period. For example, if the contestant from 
Thailand has resided in China for more than 6 months, we will regard “China” as the 
contestant’s place of residence for ACM purposes. 

 
Participation from a non-FISM society country using a letter of recommendation 

According to Rules of FISM International, such prospective contestant must be supported by 3 
letters of recommendation. 2 of these letters must be issued by a member society in Asia. As a 
mandatory content, the writer of each letter of recommendation should expressly state that 
"the writer has actually seen the prospective contestant’s performance, and would confirm that 
the act has reached the FISM WCM level". 

 
Regarding participation from contests held in other regions 

FISM also has continental championships in other regions (Europe, North America, Oceania, 
South Africa, and Latin America). Asian residents will not be offered the rights to WCM by 
competing in non-ACM regional competitions. For example, it has become impossible for Asian 
residents to participate in the FISM regional competition in North American (“NACM”). Please 
note that this arrangement had already been agreed by all continental sectors of FISM. 
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About penalty 

All ACM contestants are expected to participate in ACM with recommendations. A penalty will 
be imposed on a society, if the contestant recommended by such society scored below a certain 
level (below 50 points) in ACM; or if the contestant recommended by such society did an 
infringe act in ACM. The penalty includes reducing such society slot to ACM next time (slot 
reduction from the society making recommendation). 

 
The selection methods are as follows 
1. Recommendation from the FISM member society (usual method) 

It is an ordinary selection method. The contestant must be a member of the recommended 
member society. Also, you need to live in the city where the society is located (for at least 6 
months). 
 
A) It is necessary to live in that city, so the nationality of that contestant will not matter. 
B) Such Contestant will be treated as "Society’s Recommended Contestant" and must remain 

to be a member of those societies until the conclusion of the corresponding FISM WCM. 
C) There is no restriction to how FISM member societies should elect contest representatives 

(contestants). There is no problem if you do not choose by holding a separate contest. Any 
method can be used as long as FISM member societies are executing the selection. 

D) The number of contest slots that can be elected to ACM is not always the same as the 
number of slots (As the number of member societies in Asia increases, the number of slots 
will be reduced, and the number of contestants from Asia that can participate in WCM is 
limited.) 

E) At least 1 stage and 1 close-up will be offered to each society from FISM ASIA. 
F) FISM and FISM ASIA shall not be concerned about the selection method of each society. 
G) "Transferring the contest slots" within the same country is possible after certifying the 

consent of both parties (it is impossible to be between other countries). Please prepare a 
document (ACM Slot(s) transfer Agreement) certifying the consent from both and submit it 
(especially there is no format). FISM considers Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan as China, 
like the United Nations. 
 

2. Recommendation from FISM member society (no FISM member society in the country) 
It is an effective method in the case where there is no FISM member society in the country in 
which the contest resides. This method cannot be applied when there is a FISM member society 
in the resident country. 
 
A) It is necessary to obtain recommendation letters from 3 representatives of FISM member 

societies. 
B) Writers of such recommendation letters need to actually see the performance, and they 
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must confirm that the performance has reached FISM WCM level. 
C) Three recommendation letters are required. 2 of them is required from Asia. Also, these 

documents must be submitted to FISM ASIA at least 6 months before ACM. 
 
3. “AEB Slots” Recommendation by FISM ASIA AEB (New method) 

We will establish a new category of contest slots to handle various special situations in Asia 
(such as travelling difficulties/prohibition due to international political reasons). This is a 
measure to find more "talented magician" and assist talented magicians from Asia to compete in 
WCM. 
 
A) Regarding these slots, it will not come from the existing allotted slots. These slots will be 

newly added slots and the number of slots provided to each society will not be reduced due 
to this scheme. 

B) Regardless of whether the organizer of a contest is a FISM member, two members from 
FISM ASIA AEB will be invited to be judges for this magic contest in Asia. If the AEB 
judges agree that the contest has reached FISM WCM level, we (AEB) could recommend a 
magic act in such contest to compete in ACM. In other words, if the FISM WCM level does 
not exist in the contest, AEB shall make no recommendation. Therefore, AEB will never be 
obliged to make any slot recommendation. 

C) All Asian contestants in such contest would be eligible to this AEB slot provision scheme. 
For example, if the contest is held in China, contestants can participate (apply) even if 
he/she is a Singaporean resident. 

 


